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Executive Summary
Sergei Y. Tolmachev, Professor and Director
This report summarizes organization, activities, and

Institute) was appointed as a new SAC member, and

scientific accomplishments for the United States

Thomas Rucker was selected as the next committee

Transuranium and Uranium Registries (USTUR) and

chair.

the associated National Human Radiobiology Tissue
Repository (NHRTR) for the period of April 1, 2020 –
March 31, 2021. This is the fourth fiscal year (FY) of
the USTUR’s 5-year grant proposal (April 1, 2017 –

ACJ/USTUR Scholarship
The second Anthony C James/USTUR scholarship of
$1,000 was awarded to Andrew Gerow, a WSU TriCities undergraduate student.

March 31, 2022).
CPPS New Dean
COVID-19 Pandemic

Mark Leid was named by WSU Health Sciences as the

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic restrictions declared
in March, Washington State University (WSU)
required employees to work remotely from home.

next

dean

of

College

of

Pharmacy

and

Pharmaceutical Sciences (CPPS) effective July 1,
2020.

Radiochemical tissue sample analysis, tissue sample
inventory, and health physic database population
suffered the most. All travel plans were canceled. A
state salary and wage freeze was applied for faculty

Society for Radiological Protection
Anthony E. Riddell, USTUR adjunct faculty, was
elected a fellow of the Society for Radiological
Protection (United Kingdom).

and staff.

Hanford Advisory Board

DOE Grant Renewal
The FY2022 grant renewal proposal to manage and
operate the USTUR and the associated NHRTR,
during April 1, 2021 – March 31, 2022 was submitted

Daniel J. Strom, USTUR adjunct faculty, was
appointed by the U.S. DOE to serve as a member
(2020–2022) of the Hanford Advisory Board.

to the Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Health

Russian Health Studies

and Safety (AU-10). The approved FY2022 budget

Sergei Y. Tolmachev was appointed as an ad hoc

amounted to $1,200,000.

member of the U.S. Scientific Review Group for the
DOE Russian Health Studies Program. He will serve

Scientific Advisory Committee
The annual 2020 meeting of the USTUR’s Scientific
Advisory Committee (SAC) was held April 23–24,

as a reviewer for Project 2.8, Mayak Worker Tissue
Repository.

2020 by videoconference. Roger McClellan (chair

Organization and Personnel

and toxicology representative) finished his nine-year

In FY2021, 7.4 full-time equivalent (FTE) positions,

service to the SAC and retired from the Committee.

including

Janet

associate, one adjunct faculty at 0.1 FTE, and a total

Benson
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of 0.8 FTE for temporary professional workers, were

Health Physics Database

supported

The

Standardization of exposure records and bioassay

organizational structure of the USTUR Research

data for seven partial-body cases was completed. As

Center during FY2021 is provided in Appendix A.

of March 31, 2021, the database holds 146,188 data

by

the

available

funding.

Registrant Donations
Two partial-body donations were received by the
USTUR in FY2021. As of March 31, 2021, the
Registries had received 47 whole- and 314 partialbody donations.
Scholar Activities
USTUR faculty authored one and co-authored three
scientific papers. Two invited and two podium

records from 251 deceased donors (47 whole-body
and 204 partial-body), 25 living Registrants (five
whole-body and 20 partial-body), and two special
study cases (not tissue donors).
Institutional Review Board
The annual Institutional Review Board review was
completed and approved by the Central DOE IRB,
and is valid until September 8, 2021.

presentations were given by USTUR faculty and

Communication

collaborators.

The annual USTUR Newsletter (USTUR-0567-20) was

Radiochemistry Operation

sent to the Registrants and/or their next-of-kin.

Only 40 tissue samples from one whole-body case
were analyzed for plutonium and americium isotopes
using α-spectrometry. Radiochemical survey analysis
of one whole-body case was completed.
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Financial and Administrative Report
Margo D. Bedell, Program Specialist II
On March 31, 2021, the USTUR completed the fourth

FY2022 Grant Renewal

grant year of the USTUR’s 5-year grant proposal

On January 22, 2021, a grant renewal proposal to

(April 1, 2017 – March 31, 2022). The fiscal year (FY)

manage and operate the United States Transuranium

2021 (April 1, 2020 – March 31, 2021) funding source

and Uranium Registries and the associated National

was:

Human Radiobiology Tissue Repository during

Federal Grant
Agency: U.S. Department of Energy Office of Health
and Safety, Office of Domestic and International
Health Studies (DOE/AU-13).
Award number: DE-HS0000073.

FY2022 (April 1, 2021 – March 31, 2022) was
submitted to the DOE/AU-13 through the WSU’s
Office of Research Support and Operations. The
requested FY2022 budget was $1,200,000.
Reporting
The FY2020 annual report (USTUR-0570-20) for the

Title: Manage and Operate the United States
Transuranium and Uranium Registries.
Amount awarded: $1,200,000.

DE-HS0000073

grant

was

published

electronically distributed. Four quarterly reports were
submitted to the funding agency and the university.

Period: April 1, 2020 – March 31, 2021.
Operating budget
With a $293 positive carry-over from FY2020, the
USTUR net operating budget for FY2021 was
$1,200,293. Total operating expenses for FY2021
were $1,115,992 (Fig. 1) resulting in a positive
balance of $84,301.

Fig. 1. FY2021 operating budget breakdown.
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IRB Changes
Stacey L. McComish, Associate in Research
minor

protocol was updated to allow the USTUR to collect

Central

urine samples from Registrants and have them

Department of Energy Institutional Review Board

analyzed. Living Registrants will be asked to submit

(CDOEIRB) as a part of its continuing review process.

urine samples for actinide analysis. Registrants may

The submission was approved in September 2020,

submit a single one-time sample, choose to submit

and the USTUR's IRB approval is valid through

one urine sample each year, or opt out of the

September

initiative. Associated letters and forms were also

In

July

2020,

modifications

8,

the

USTUR

(DOE000552)

2021.

submitted
to

Additionally,

the

the

USTUR

submitted a modification to allow Registries staff to
collect and analyze urine samples from living
Registrants (DOE000618). This modification was

developed.
Letters
•

both submitted and approved in March 2021.

Initial request – asks Registrants to submit
urine samples for actinide analysis, and

Publication Policy

explains the importance of this effort

The USTUR’s Publications policy (P107) was revised

•

Second request – a second opportunity to

to better protect study participant’s identities in

participate, if a Registrant does not respond to

publications. Previously, P107 indicated that an

the first letter

individual could be classified by worksite – such as

•

Rocky Flats, Hanford, or other sites – in publications;
however, this has not been the practice at the USTUR

Missing information – sent to Registrants if
they forget to fill out part of a form

•

Yearly reminder – reminds Registrants that a

for some time. The new wording states that an

collection kit will be shipped soon, for those

individual’s worksite may be referred to by category

who choose to submit a urine sample every

(e.g. defense nuclear facility, source manufacturing,

year.

uranium mine, medical). Additionally, P107 was
revised to require that a USTUR staff member be
included as a co-author if a publication involves
previously

unpublished

Registries'

data,

Forms
•

Form - explains the request for urine sample(s),

tissue

and authorizes the USTUR to obtain urine

samples, or other materials, or if it involves
collaborative effort by the Registries’ staff.

Urine Collection Information and Consent

samples and have them analyzed
•

Urine Collection Additional Information –

Collection of Urine Samples

provides the USTUR with Registrants’ shipping

The USTUR has few, if any, measurements of

addresses and gives Registrants an opportunity

actinides in urine after a Registrant’s employment at

to request a copy of the results

a nuclear facility ended. Therefore, the USTUR’s IRB
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•

•

Instructions for Collecting a Urine Sample for

Questionnaire be sent to Registrants at 5-year

Mailing – includes step-by-step instructions for

intervals. However, the wording on the USTUR

the collection and return of urine samples

Information Sheet was not updated to reflect this

Request for Results of Urine Analysis – Provides

change. The USTUR Information Sheet has now been

a second opportunity for Registrants to request

updated to be consistent with the previously

a copy of the results.

approved protocol.

Other Modifications

Xirui Liu and Joey Zhou were added as researchers on

In 2019, the IRB protocol was updated to remove the

the project, and Warnick Kernan was removed.

requirement that the Personal/Medical History
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Registrant Statistics
Stacey L. McComish, Associate in Research
As of March 31, 2021, the Registries had 880

one-time renewal paperwork shortly before their

Registrants in all categories (Table 1). Of that

autopsy authorizations expire. The forms in this one-

number, 29 were living and 369 were deceased. The

time renewal packet will remain valid unless

29 living Registrants included five individuals who

terminated by action of the Registrant or the

were registered for eventual whole-body donation,

Registries. During this fiscal year, one Registrant

20 for partial-body donation, and four for ‘Special

completed a one-time renewal packet.

Studies,’ i.e., a bioassay study with no permission for
autopsy. There were also 482 Registrants in an
inactive category, which includes those lost to
follow-up and those whose voluntary agreements
were not renewed.

Annual Newsletter
The USTUR distributes a newsletter to Registrants
and their next-of-kin on a yearly basis. The 2020
letter was mailed in December (Appendix B). It
included a note from the USTUR’s director, as well as

Table 1. Registrant statistics as of March 31, 2021
Total living and deceased Registrants

398

Living Registrants

29

articles

about

the

unique

opportunities

and

challenges associated with COVID-19 pandemic; the
USTUR’s plans to analyze urine samples from

Potential partial-body donors

20

Potential whole-body donors

5

Registrants; information about a SAC member, Luiz

Special studies

4

Bertelli’s, Herbert M. Parker Lecture about a

369

radiological accident in Goiânia, Brazil; and an

Partial-body donations

314

announcement about an upcoming electronic book

Whole-body donations

47

of the USTUR’s publications.

Special studies

8

Deceased Registrants

Total number of Registrants

880

Registrant Deaths
During FY2021, the USTUR received two partial-body

Registrant Renewals

donations. One donor worked with actinides for

It was previously the USTUR’s policy to offer all

more than 30 years. He was involved in several minor

living Registrants an opportunity to renew their

wound incidents, and had two positive urine

voluntary registrations every five years. However,

samples, one for plutonium and one for enriched

under the 2018 approval from the Central DOE

uranium. The worksite estimated that his plutonium

Institutional Review Board, Registrants are no longer

deposition was 3 nCi. The other partial-body donor

required to renew their participation every five years.

worked with actinides for more than 20 years. He had

Instead, they are asked to sign the informed consent

no recorded intake incidents, but the worksite

and other forms at the point of initial consent, and

estimated his systemic burden to be 0.76 nCi midway

no additional consent is required. Registrants who

through his employment.

have previously signed five-year agreements are sent
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Registrant Status

The number of donations by calendar year, as well as

The average age of living whole- and partial-body

the average age of donors by year, is shown in

Registrants was 82.3±10.0 years and 83.9±13.0 years,

Figure 2.

respectively. The average age at death for the
USTUR’s

deceased

whole-

and

partial-body

Registrants was 70.0±13.3 years.

Fig. 2. Number of whole- and partial-body donations by calendar year and average age.
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Health Physics Database
Maia Avtandilashvili, Research Assistant Professor
The USTUR Internal Health Physics Database is

limited progress was made in population of the

designed to standardize extensive sets of health

health physics database in FY2021. As of March 31,

physics data from USTUR donors and provide access

2021, standardization of health physics records and

to detailed incident, contamination, in vitro and in

bioassay data was completed for 25 living potential

vivo bioassays, air monitoring, work site assessments,

donors (five whole-body and 20 partial-body), and

external dosimetry, and treatment information for

251 deceased donors (47 whole-body and 204 partial-

scientists who are interested in studying the

body). In total, 145,684 health physics records from

distribution and dosimetry of actinides in the human

deceased and living Registrants have been entered

body.

into the database. In addition, data entry was

The USTUR currently retains documents containing
health physics and bioassay records for 47 wholebody and 314 partial-body tissue donors, as well as

completed for two special study cases with a total of
504 records. Figure 3 shows FY2021 progress toward
population of the database.

25 living potential donors and 12 special study cases

Figure 4 shows the FY2008 – FY2021 progress and the

(four living and eight deceased).

overall status of the health physics database as of

Due to limited access to hard copies of Registrant

March 31, 2021.

files, caused by COVID-19 pandemic restrictions,
Whole body

Partial body

Total

April 1, 2020

March 31, 2021

Fig. 3. FY2021 health physics database progress:  complete cases;  incomplete cases.
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Fig. 4. FY2021 status of the USTUR health physics database. Includes two special study cases completed in FY2015
and FY2017 (*)
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National Human Radiobiology Tissue Repository
Stacey L. McComish, Associate in Research
The National Human Radiobiology Tissue Repository

THEMIS Inventory

(NHRTR) houses several collections of tissues and

As of March 31, 2021, 24,878 parent samples and

related materials from individuals with intakes of

12,338 subsamples had been inventoried using the

actinide elements and radium. These collections

THEMIS database (Table 2).

include

tissues

from

USTUR

donations,

acid

dissolved tissues from the Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory’s (LASL) population studies, and tissues
from the terminated radium worker and plutonium

Table 2. Inventoried samples as of March 31, 2021
Samples
Tissue type
Parent
SubTotal
USTUR donations
Soft tissue samples

5,202

425

5,627

Bone samples

4,833

86

4,919

Histology slides

1,398

2,116

3,514

THEMIS Inventory Status

Acid solutions

6,838

1,197

8,035

The USTUR uses The Management Inventory System

Planchets

0

7,758

7,758

(THEMIS)

Paraffin blocks

0

45

45

ANL tissues & slides

1,443

434

1,877

LASL solutions

4,447

92

4,539

Blank and QC acids

434

50

484

Miscellaneous

283

135

418

Total

24,878

12,338

37,216

injection studies, which were received from Argonne
National Laboratory (ANL).

to

electronically

inventory

NHRTR

samples. The USTUR’s ultimate aim is to inventory
all samples housed at the NHRTR facility. Most
samples originating from USTUR tissue donations
have already been inventoried. Projects to inventory
USTUR tissues, acid solutions, and histology slides
were completed during FY2015 – FY2016. These
projects are in a maintenance phase, where samples
are

inventoried

as

they

are

received

and/or

generated. Projects to inventory USTUR planchets,

Due to COVID-19 pandemic work restrictions, only
a limited number of samples were inventoried during
FY2021. These included 321 USTUR tissues and 18
blanks.

LASL acid solutions, and ANL tissues have been

Long-term Trends

initiated, and are deferred until we are able to hire

Figure

appropriate

inventoried samples at the end of each calendar year

student

complete them.

laboratory

personnel

to

5

shows

the

cumulative

number

of

from 2010 to 2020. It can be seen that initial efforts
focused on inventorying USTUR tissues and acids.
More recently, laboratory personnel focused on LASL
acids and USTUR planchets inventories.
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Fig. 5. Cumulative number of inventoried NHRTR samples at the end of each calendar year.
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Radiochemistry Operations
George Tabatadze, Research Assistant Professor
This

section

describes

specific

activities

and

FY2016 – FY2021 Tissue Sample Analysis

achievements of the Radiochemistry Group during

Figure 6 shows FY2016 – FY2021 tissue analysis

FY2021.

progress.

Personnel
As

of

March

31,

2021,

operation

of

the

radiochemistry laboratory was supervised by Dr.
Tolmachev (Principal Radiochemist) with two fulltime personnel – Dr. George Tabatadze (Research
Assistant Professor) and Ms. Elizabeth Thomas
(Laboratory Technician II).
FY2021 Tissue Sample Analysis
Tissue sample analysis is a multi-step process. During
the analysis, a tissue undergoes five different

Fig. 6. USTUR
tissue
FY2016 – FY2021.

analysis

progress

in

analytical steps: (i) drying and ashing, (ii) digestion

FY2021 Radiochemistry Case Analysis

and

actinide

As of March 31, 2021, the USTUR had received 47

separation, (iv) preparation of an α-counting source

whole- and 314 partial-body donations, including

(planchet), and (v) measurement of individual

two partial-body donations accepted during FY2021.

dissolution,

actinides

–

(iii)

plutonium

241

americium (

radiochemical

(238Pu

Am), uranium (

234

U,

and
235

239+240

U, and

Pu),

238

U),

and/or thorium (232Th).

Cases are categorized as ‘Intact,’ ‘Incomplete,’
‘Surveyed’, or ‘Complete’. ‘Intact’ means that no
tissue samples have been analyzed. ‘Incomplete’

During FY2021, analyses of 40 tissue samples for
238

Pu,

239+240

Pu, and

typically denotes that analysis of a selected sub-set of

241

Am, including 8 bone and 32

soft tissues from a whole-body donation, Case 0359
(died 2019), were completed. Additionally, 203 tissue
samples, including 87 bones and 116 soft tissues
from four partial-body and three whole-body
donations, were submitted for analysis. This includes
five miscellaneous tissues from two whole-body
donations, cases 0706 and 0740, and one partial-

tissues is in progress. ‘Surveyed’ denotes that only
analysis of selected tissue samples that provide key
scientific information to determine the level of
exposure has been completed, and can be used for
biokinetic modeling. More tissue samples from
‘Surveyed’ cases are available for analysis. ‘Complete’
denotes that a full selection of tissue samples was
analyzed and results were reported.

body donation, Case 0669.
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In FY2021, radiochemical survey analysis of one
‘Intact’ whole-body donation, Case 0359 (died 2019)
is now complete. Radiochemistry status of this case
was changed to ‘Surveyed’.
Radiochemical analysis of one ‘intact’ partial-body
donation,

Case

0417

began

in

FY2021.

Radiochemistry status of this case was changed to
‘Incomplete’. Figure 7 shows FY2016 – FY2021 case
analysis progress.

Fig. 7. USTUR
case
FY2016 – FY2021.

analysis

progress

in

The status change of case analyses from FY2020 to
FY2021 is shown in Figure 8.

Whole body

Partial body

Total

April 1, 2020

March 31, 2021

Fig. 8. Radiochemistry case analysis status:  Intact;  Incomplete;  Surveyed;  Complete.
† Includes ‘Surveyed’ whole-body cases.
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Tissue Sample Backlog
The USTUR/NHRTR retains a tissue backlog of 2,090
samples from 27 whole- and partial-body cases. They
remain ‘Incomplete’ as of March 31, 2021. This
includes 1,814 tissue samples from 19 whole-body
cases, and 276 tissues from eight partial-body cases.
Of 2,090 backlog samples, 1,676 (80%) need to be
analyzed for plutonium, 173 (8%) for americium,
and 241 (12%) for uranium (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. USTUR tissue sample backlog at the end of
FY2021. † Excluding two Thorotrast cases.
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Database Harmonization
Stacey L. McComish, Associate in Research
A project is underway to harmonize the USTUR’s

To harmonize the database system, data entry is

database system, which includes seven databases that

being automated and links between databases are

were purchased or developed in-house over the

being improved. This involves integrating the

course of more than 25 years. Most of these databases

Inventory, Radiochemistry, Planchets, and Reagents

started out as standalone databases; however, links

databases such that they function as a single unit

were forged between them on an ad hoc basis. The

(Fig. 10).

resulting

information

structure

involves

both

automated communication between databases and
hand-copied movement of data.

Fig. 10. Integrated USTUR database system.

Redesigning THEMIS

(iv) verify that the data was properly migrated and

The existing THEMIS inventory database, which has

the new user interface works correctly.

been in use since 2008, must be redesigned to
integrate

with

the

Radiochemistry

and

other

databases. There are four steps associated with this
process: (i) restructure data tables; (ii) create an
import algorithm and migrate existing data to the
new tables; (iii) redesign the user interface and
integrate it into the Radiochemistry front end; and
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The process of restructuring data tables and creating
an import algorithm is nearly complete. In the new
inventory database, data properties and table
relationships are defined using tables, rather than
front-end code. Other notable modifications to the
tables, and associated functionality, included:
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•
•
•

•

Case and sample numbers can be changed

Standardizing Tissue Descriptions

without deleting and re-inventorying samples.

A new system of standardized tissue descriptions,

Numerical identification numbers will be used

which will be used in all sample-related printouts

as the primary key for most tables.

and chain of custodies, was designed. The list of

Fields to create intermediate containers were

tissues available in THEMIS had doubled since 2008.

added. This provides enough flexibility to

As it grew, inconsistencies in nomenclature arose,

specify, for example, that a slide is in a slide

and it became apparent to the USTUR staff that it was

box, which is in a container that is in a certain

a good time to update the tissue descriptions. The

location.

new inventory database will use eight fields, instead

A new mass table will track the mass of a

of two, to describe tissues. This will make it easier for

sample as it changes physical form, e.g. frozen,

users to search for a broad range of sample types, and

formalin

it will easily accommodate new tissue descriptions in

fixed,

dried,

ashed,

and

acid

dissolved. This is a universal table, such that

the future.

masses

the

As a part of this effort, a table of all THEMIS samples

radiochemistry tables and other components

was generated, and each record was checked for

of the laboratory information management

ambiguous tissue names or incorrectly entered

system (LIMS).

samples. When data is imported into the new

will

be

accessible

from

inventory database, affected sample numbers and/or
tissue descriptions will be corrected.
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2020 Advisory Committee Meeting Summary
Roger O. McClellan, Chair
The Scientific Advisory Committee (SAC) for the

Question & Answer session, where the SAC and

USTUR, supported by the U.S. Department of Energy

USTUR staff discussed their observations about topics

(DOE), held its annual meeting on April 23−24, 2020.

presented during the first day of the meeting. This

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the meeting was

was followed by a “closed-door” executive session,

held by videoconference.

where only SAC members remained in the meeting.
After lunch, the USTUR staff and the DOE program

Meeting Summary
The meeting included two half-day sessions that
focused on the USTUR’s research program and

manager rejoined the meeting, and the SAC shared
several comments regarding progress during the past
year as well as recommendations for the coming year.

operation of the Registries (Appendix C).
The meeting opened with introductions by the
USTUR director, Sergei Tolmachev, and opening
remarks by the committee chair, Roger McClellan.
This was followed by an update on the DOE/AU-13
by the DOE program manager, Joey Zhou, and news

Specific Comments and Recommendations
1. The SAC expressed a high degree of satisfaction
with the USTUR’s submission of papers for
publication in peer-reviewed journals and
presentations given at scientific meetings.

about WSU/College of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical

The SAC recommended that continued emphasis be

Sciences

The

placed on submission of high-quality papers and

remaining presentations focused on operational

presentation of significant new scientific findings at

aspects of the Registries and were given by the

professional meetings – these are important legacies

USTUR faculty and staff. Topics included financial

of the USTUR and individual staff members.

(WSU/CPPS)

developments,

by

progress

Kathryn

toward

Meier.

addressing

2. The

SAC

expressed

satisfaction

with

the

recommendations from the 2019 SAC meeting, data

professional credentials of the USTUR staff

quality objectives, Institutional Review Board (IRB)

members.

changes, database harmonization, and the research
and operational plan for FY2021. Additionally,
Martin Šefl presented preliminary findings of his
postdoctoral

research

project

to

perform

an

uncertainty analysis of organ activities and doses
from plutonium intakes.
The second day was administrative in nature and was
open only to SAC members, USTUR staff, and the
DOE program manager. The day began with a
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The SAC recommended that each USTUR staff
member

review

their

credentials

and

where

appropriate join additional organizations or achieve
Diplomate or Fellow status that will reflect formally
on their expertise and the capabilities of the USTUR.
3. The SAC is pleased with the level of interactions
of USTUR staff with various components of
WSU, especially recognizing their location at

United States Transuranium and Uranium Registries – Annual Report FY2021

three different sites: Richland, Spokane, and

6. The SAC is pleased with the progress made in
updating a strategic plan with specific 5-year

Pullman.
The SAC urges the USTUR Director and staff to

and 10-year goals.

continue seeking ways to enhance interactions with

The SAC urges an “evergreen” approach to annual

other WSU faculty through participation in seminar

updating of the long-range strategic plan. This

programs, lectures in formal courses, graduate

includes monitoring progress in meeting specific

student mentorship, and collaborative research.

benchmarks.

With new individuals appointed, such as WSU
Provost and Dean of the College of Pharmacy and
Pharmaceutical Sciences, it is important to make
new leaders aware of the unique capabilities and
contributions of the USTUR via briefing and visits.
4. The SAC is pleased with the progress made in
creating a Data Quality Assurance Plan (DQAP)
to guide USTUR operations.

earliest possible date. Consideration should be given
(a) measurement

of

all

updating operating procedures for control,
release, and potential return of tissue and data
from the USTUR archives. The SAC strongly
endorses articulation of a specific policy on use
and re-use of tissue as approved in advance by
the USTUR.
The SAC urges completion of this Standard

The SAC urges the completion of the DQAP at the

to

7. The SAC is pleased with the progress made in

analytes/matrices

performed both on-site and off-site, (b) Measurement
Quality Objectives (accuracy, precision, sensitivity,
selectivity, and completeness) linked to the DQAP

Operation Procedure as soon as possible.
8. The SAC is very supportive of appropriate use of
USTUR

tissues

collaborators

and

data

anticipating

that

by

external

most

such

collaboration will result in jointly authored
papers submitted to peer-reviewed journals.

decision needs, (c) quality tolerance limits for
different quality measurement parameters linked to
various Measurement Quality Indicators, and (d)
data verification and validation objectives and
practices to verify that Measurement Quality
Objectives are met.

The SAC urges updating as soon as possible the
Policy and Procedure for USTUR pre-submission
review and approval of all publications prior to
submission of publication. These Policies and SOPs
should help assure appropriate acknowledgement of
the role of the USTUR and inclusion as appropriate

5. The SAC continues to express strong support for

of USTUR staff as co-authors.

collecting current bioassay monitoring data for
all living USTUR Registrants.

9. The SAC appreciates the importance of USTUR
staff carefully managing interactions with all

The SAC urges that this important initiative be
completed as soon as possible recognizing the
potential and unique value of these measurements.

USTUR Registrants and their representatives.
This can be especially challenging in case of
deceased Registrants who may have a diverse
array of alleged representatives.
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The SAC urges the USTUR to periodically review and

Colorado that explored the potential for creating a

update its Policy and Procedures for providing access

Registry for plutonium workers. That meeting

to information on Registrants to ensure access is

provided the basis for the original proposal by Dag

provided to only legitimate representatives.

Norwood from the Hanford Environmental Health

10. The

SAC

noted

involvement

of

the

continued

graduate

active

students

and

Foundation to create the initial Registry. In 1992,
responsibility for operating the Registry was shifted
to Washington State University, which continues to

postdoctoral fellows in the USTUR program.

the present time.
The SAC strongly endorses the participation of
undergraduate, graduate, and postdoctoral fellows in
the USTUR and endorses activities that will enhance

Dr. McClellan noted that this is one of Washington
State

University’s

longest

running

research

programs. He attributed the long-term success of the

mutually beneficial activities.

USTUR to having a clear mission, continuous stable
11. The

SAC

is

pleased

with

the

continued

collaboration of the USTUR staff with the WSU
Foundation and presentation of the Annual
Herbert M. Parker Lecture.

financial support and guidance from the Department
of Energy and prior agencies, stable staffing with
accomplished scientists and support personnel,
competent administration by WSU, and an active

The SAC is strongly supportive of this collaboration

Scientific Advisory Committee that has focused on

as an approach to enhancing interactions with WSU

providing oversight and strategic guidance. He

Tri-Cities and the local scientific community.

expressed the view that WSU could use the USTUR

12. The

SAC

offers

compliments

to

Sergei

Tolmachev, the USTUR Director, on his election

SAC as a model for obtaining advisory input for other
long-term WSU research programs.

to a 6-year term on the Board of the National

SAC membership

Council

Dr. Janet Benson (Lovelace Biomedical Research

on

Radiation

Protection

and

Measurements. His election to this prestigious

Institute)

position

his

representative. She replaced Dr. McClellan as his

professional expertise. It also provides an

third 3-year term of service came to an end. Dr.

important linkage for the continued use of

Tolmachev proposed Dr. Rucker (Radiochemistry

USTUR findings in development of radiation

Representative) as a new SAC chair. This nomination

protection standards.

was approved by SAC members.

offers

strong

testimonial

to

joined

the

SAC

as

a

toxicology

In closing the meeting, Dr. Roger McClellan noted

Meeting Attendees

his special pleasure in having been involved with the

All seven SAC members participated in the meeting

USTUR from 1966 to the present time. He noted that

along with two DOE representatives, nine members

while on a special assignment with the U.S. Atomic

of the USTUR, and 13 invited participants.

Energy Commission in 1966, he was asked to
organize a meeting at the Rocky Flats facility in
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Invited guests

SAC members
•

•

Roger McClellan, Chair, Toxicology, Lovelace

•

Cheryl Antonio, NV5

Biomedical Research Institute

•

Bastian Breustedt, Karlsruhe Institute of

Janet Benson, Toxicology, Lovelace Biomedical
•

Research Institute
•

Luiz Bertelli, Health Physics, Los Alamos
National Laboratory

•

•

Technology, Germany

Reactor
•

Sara Dumit, Los Alamos National Laboratory

•

Ronald Kathren, WSU Professor Emeritus

Biostatistics, George Washington University

•

John Klumpp, Los Alamos National Laboratory

Timothy Ledbetter, Ethics, Chaplaincy Health

•

Kathryn Meier, WSU College of Pharmacy and

Heather

Hoffman,

Epidemiology

and

Care (did not attend)
•

Thomas Rucker, Radiochemistry, Leidos

•

Arthur “Bill” Stange, Occupational Health, Oak
Ridge Associated Universities (retired)

Pharmaceutical Sciences
•
•

Deepesh Poudel, Los Alamos National
Laboratory

Anthony Pierpoint, Office of Domestic and

•

Anthony Riddell, Public Health England, UK

International Health Studies (AU-13), Acting

•

Sandy Rock, HPMC Occupational Medical
Services

Director
•

Bruce Napier, Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory

DOE representatives
•

John Brockman, University of Missouri Research

Joey Zhou, USTUR Program Manager (AU-13)

USTUR staff
•

Sergei Tolmachev, USTUR Director

•

Stacey McComish, Associate in Research

•

Maia Avtandilashvili, Research Assistant

•

Brett Rosenburg, NV5

•

Michael Smith, Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory

Professor
•

George Tabatadze, Research Assistant Professor

•

Elizabeth Thomas, Laboratory Technician II

•

Margo Bedell, Fiscal Specialist I

•

Martin Šefl, Postdoctoral Research Associate

•

Daniel Strom, Adjunct Faculty

•

Alexander Tabatadze, Professional Worker I

Roger O. McClellan
SAC Chair
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The following sections highlight several research studies conducted at the USTUR in FY2021.

Uncertainties in Predictions of 239Pu Systemic Activity
Martin Šefl, Postdoctoral Research Associate
Systemic deposition and retention of radionuclides

urine measurements exceeded the contemporary

in an occupationally exposed individual’s body and,

maximum detectable activity (MDA) (Fig. 11a); and

consequently, the resulting radiation doses, are

(ii)

typically estimated from worksite documentation

measured post-mortem were equal to or greater than

and/or bioassay measurements.

0.1 Bq kg-1 and 1 Bq kg-1, respectively (Fig. 11b). The

The unique data resource available at the USTUR
combines work history, chemical and radiation

239

Pu concentrations in the liver and skeleton

selection process resulted in a set of 55 individuals
(Fig. 11c).

exposure records, bioassay measurements, and post-

A special group of 11 Registrants was further selected

mortem tissue analysis results from 312 partial- and

for the preliminary study. These former Manhattan

47 whole-body tissue donors with documented

Project plutonium workers took part in a series of

intakes of actinides. The post-mortem tissue analysis

medical follow-up studies and were informally know

results can be used to evaluate the accuracy of the

known as ‘UPPU’ (“You Pee Pu”) club. A total of 26

standard dosimetry for radiation epidemiology.

individuals

For this study, individuals with

239

Pu intakes were

pre-selected based on the following criteria: (i) there
was no extensive chelation and at least five

Fig. 11. Study case selection.
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239

Pu

took

part

in

the

study,

and

13

volunteered to donate their tissues to the USTUR. For
11 Registrants, analyses of liver and bone samples are
available.
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For all cases, the assumed route of intake was

The results are presented in Figure 12. The predicted

inhalation of 78% of Pu(NO3)4 and 22% of refractory

activities in the liver, skeleton, and liver+skeleton at

PuO2. The material composition was adopted from a

the time of death differed from the measured values

(1)

previously published study on Case 0680 . The

on average (absolute bias) by 57±70%, 32±46%, and

objective of this study was to compare the predicted

40±51% respectively.

239

Pu activities in the liver and skeleton based on

urine bioassay with measured post-mortem activities.
The

latest

biokinetic

International

models

Commission

on

including

tract model

1. Šefl M, Avtandilashvili M, Tolmachev SY.

the

Inhalation of soluble plutonium: 53-year follow-

Radiological

up of Manhattan Project worker. Health Phys

Protection (ICRP) Publication 130 human respiratory
(2)

References

and ICRP Publication 141 plutonium

systemic model(3) were used for calculations.

2. International
Protection.

IMBA Professional Plus® was used to fit the bioassay
data to estimate plutonium intakes and predict
activities in the liver and skeleton at the time of
death. Predicted (Ap) and measured (Am) postmortem liver and skeleton activities were used to

Commission

on

Occupational

Radiological
intakes

of

radionuclides: Part 1. ICRP Publication 130; Ann
ICRP 44(2); 2015.
3. International
Protection.

Commission
Occupational

on

Radiological
intakes

of

radionuclides: Part 4. ICRP Publication 141; Ann
ICRP 48(2–3); 2019.

calculate the bias according to the equation:
Bias(%) = (Ap − Am)/Am × 100%.

120(6):661–670; 2021.

(1)

Fig. 12. Bias in the post-mortem activities in the liver and skeleton, and the sum.
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Case 0680: 53-year Follow-up
Martin Šefl, Postdoctoral Research Associate
Case 0680 was a whole-body tissue donor to the

The organ activities at the time of death and bioassay

USTUR who was occupationally exposed to a mixture

data were used to estimate the intake and radiation

of plutonium compounds via chronic inhalation. He

doses using the Taurus internal dosimetry software.

was one of 26 Manhattan project workers, informally
known as ‘UPPU (You Pee Pu) Club’. He died 53 years
post-exposure. At the time of death, 1,765±12 Bq of

Figure 13 shows the fit to the urine data. ICRP
recommended

biokinetic

models

adequately

described the individual’s long-term plutonium

239

Pu was retained in the body, of which 700.1±2.5

Bq (39.7%) was in the skeleton, 661±11 Bq (37.5%)
in the liver, 282±3 Bq (16.0%) in the respiratory tract
(181±3 Bq in the lungs and 101±1 Bq in the thoracic
lymph nodes), and 6.8% in the remaining soft
tissues. Nineteen urine, one fecal, and one blood
analysis results as well as four in vivo chest
measurements were available.

retention and excretion. The total cumulative

Pu

inhalation intake was estimated to be 31,716 Bq; of
which, 24,853 Bq (78.4%) were contributed by
plutonium nitrate

and

6,863

Bq

(21.6%) by

plutonium dioxide. The committed equivalent doses
to the red bone marrow, bone surface, liver, lungs,
and brain were 0.71 Sv, 6.5 Sv, 8.3 Sv, 3.8 Sv, and
0.068 Sv, respectively. The committed effective dose
was 1.22 Sv.

Fig. 13. Measured and predicted urinary excretion rates of 239Pu. The grey area indicates the chronic intake period
from day 385 to day 548.
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Misclassification of Underlying Cause of Death
Xirui Liu, Graduate Student, Tulane University
Stacey L. McCord, Associate in Research
This research determines the over- and under-

under-classification meant that death certificates had

classification of the underlying causes of death

a false negative diagnosis.

among 231 USTUR Registrants with both death
certificates and autopsy reports.
Individuals

were

classified

The misclassification rates were: 32.1% for the
Autopsy Report Not Used group, 19.6% for the Autopsy

into

three

groups

Report Used group, and 18.6% for the Unknown group.

according to whether a certifier used the autopsy

For the Autopsy Report Not Used group, the over-

report to determine the underlying cause of death for

classification rates for the four disease groups were:

the death certificate: Autopsy Report Not Used, Autopsy

12.5% Cancer, 27.6% Cardiovascular, 0.0% External,

Report Used, and Unknown (Fig. 14).

and 51.7% Other. The under-classification rates for

The International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10)
codes were used to determine if the underlying cause
of death on the death certificate agreed with the

the Autopsy Report Not Used group were: 22.2%
Cancer, 36.4% Cardiovascular, 42.9% External, and
30.0% Other.

underlying cause of death from the autopsy report. A

There is significant misclassification on death

mismatch meant that the disease category did not

certificates when compared to autopsy reports, even

match. Due to the small number of individuals

for cases where an autopsy was used to determine the

studied, cross-classification was performed for only

underlying cause of death. For epidemiological

four

studies, these inconsistencies should be taken into

disease

categories:

Cancer,

Cardiovascular,

External, and Other. Over-classification meant that

consideration.

death certificates had a false positive diagnosis and

Fig. 14. Study case selection. AR = autopsy report, DC = death certificate, UCOD = underlying cause of death.
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Plutonium in Skeleton: Arithmetic or Weighted?
George Tabatadze, Research Assistant Professor
Historically, two calculation methods have been used

which set provides a more accurate estimate of the

by the USTUR to estimate the actinide skeletal

total skeletal concentration using each method.

concentration: (i) arithmetic average and (ii) mass-

Nineteen whole-body cases with complete skeleton

weighted average of concentrations measured in

analyses were used to compare the estimates of the

bone samples. Preliminary comparison of skeletal

skeletal concentration based on different sets of

239

Pu concentrations, estimated for 216 partial-body

bones with the concentration based on all measured

USTUR cases using these two methods indicates a

bones from the right side of the skeleton. Out of 19

statistically significant difference (p < 0.05) with the

cases,

bias of 15% between the estimates (Fig. 15).

for 17, and

239

Pu was a primary radionuclide of exposure
238

Pu for two cases. Five individuals were

diagnosed with osteoporosis. Since osteoporosis
significantly impacts plutonium distribution in the
skeleton, 19 cases were divided in two study groups
– osteoporotic (5) and non-osteoporotic (14). These
cases were further sub-divided into 11 bone groups,
based on a number of bones (2 to 8) and their
frequency of collection at autopsies. These groups
represent different balance of cortical and trabecularbone-rich bone samples. To compare the two
methods, for each bone group, the arithmetic (Ca)
and weighted (Cw) average plutonium concentrations
Fig. 15. Comparison of 239Pu skeletal concentrations
between two calculation methods.

were calculated and compared to the total skeleton
concentrations (Csk). Preliminary results indicated

The aim of this research is to determine: (1) which

that, for all cases and all bone groups, both Ca and Cw

method

concentration

predict Csk within 10% of the best estimate and Cw

estimate is more accurate for a given (collected) set of

yields slightly better estimate of the Csk for non-

bones and (2) among the sets of bones most

osteoporotic cases;

commonly collected for partial-body donations,

uncertainty.
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of

skeletal

plutonium

however,

it has

a

higher
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Plutonium in Skeleton: Latent Bone Modeling
Joey Y. Zhou, Program Manager
The skeleton is a major depository site for plutonium

samples), long bone end (15), long bone shaft (14),

in the human body. In radiation protection, a long-

cortical bone (29), trabecular bone (18), and other

term standing question is: What is the most accurate

bones (3). Five of these 19 studied individuals were

and precise way to estimate the skeleton plutonium

diagnosed with osteoporosis.

concentration and activity from the analysis of a
limited set of bones? This is a very important
question for the USTUR research since 87% of
deceased Registrants are partial-body tissue donors
with only 2 to 8 bones collected at autopsy. For these
cases, the most commonly collected bones are rib,
sternum, vertebral body, patella, clavicle, and femur
middle shaft.

Modeling Approach
This study applied principal components regression
(PCR) by performing principal components analysis
(PCA)(6) on the analytical data set from all 19 wholebody cases, followed by the selection of a set of 1 to
3

principal

components

as

latent

bones

(independent variables) for a subsequent multiple
linear

regression

modeling.

Latent

bone

At the USTUR, to answer this question, several

concentration (Clb) is not directly measured but is a

approaches were used(1-5) including a multiple

linear combination of individually measured bone

(3)

regression analysis (MRA) . The key limitation of the

concentrations (Cbone). Latent bone concentrations,

MRA

among

as

activity

regression, are uncorrelated with each other. For rib,

concentrations from individual bones are highly

sternum, and vertebral body, PCR analysis resulted in

correlated resulting in unstable and imprecise

the first latent bone equation:

approach

independent

is

variables

multicollinearity
since

the

estimates of model coefficients. In addition, the

independent

variables

in

multiple

Clb1 = 0.576×Csrib + 0.576×Cssternum + 0.581×Csvert

linear

(1),

number of individual bones allowed in a multiple
linear regression model is limited, given a very small
number of studied cases.

where Cs is a standardized bone concentration. In this
case, the first latent bone alone explained 98.4% of
the total variance (Fig. 16) and skeleton plutonium

Skeleton plutonium activity concentrations (Bq kg-1

concentration can be calculated as:

of wet bone) for 19 USTUR whole-body tissue donors
were estimated based on post-mortem radiochemical

Cskel = (18.0±0.8)×Clb1 + (25.0±1.4)

(2).

analyses of the right side of the skeleton, where the
total number of analyzed bones ranged from 72 to
89. An analytical dataset used in this study contained
plutonium concentrations for 90 individual bone
samples from all 19 whole-body cases which can be
categorized into 6 groups by bone type: skull (11
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derive a relationship between SDres and Cskel for each
number of sampled bones. The linear regression
equations for 2 and 6 sampled bones were as follows:
SDres(2) = 0.060×Cskel + 0.852 (r2 = 0.562, p = 0.0012) (3)
SDres(6) = 0.024×Cskel + 0.447 (r2 = 0.392, p = 0.0098) (4)
The higher uncertainties were associated with a lower
Cskel and a smaller number of sampled bones. For the
studied Cskel range, the estimated relative standard
deviations (SDres/Cskel) ranged from 6 to 81% for 2
bones and from 2 to 33% for 6 bones.
Fig. 16. Proportion of variance for principal component
analysis of 239Pu concentrations in rib, sternum
and vertebral body.

A Monte Carlo method was developed to evaluate
uncertainty in LBM estimates of the skeleton
plutonium activity concentration (Cskel) using PCR
analysis. For this study, the analytical bone dataset
was prepared using plutonium concentrations in 18
preselected ‘best’ bone samples from 14 nonosteoporotic whole-body donors. The tissue donors’
age ranged from 52 to 87 years and the Cskel ranged
from 0.9 to 42.0 Bq kg-1 of wet weight. The bone set
contained 3 samples from each of 6 bone types: skull,
bone

end

(epiphysis),

Currently, the USTUR holds data and bone samples
from 290 partial-body tissue donors. Among the

Uncertainty Evaluation

long

Best Combination of Bones

long

bone

shaft

(diaphysis), cortical bone, trabecular bone, and other
bones. The PCRs were used to fit LBMs for 2 to 6
randomly sampled bones, and 10,000 simulations
were run for a given number of bone samples. The
simulation results indicated that the residuals of
plutonium concentrations were normally distributed
for each of 14 studied cases. The standard deviation
of the residuals (SDres) of normal distributions was
used to determine the uncertainties associated with
the estimated Cskel. Linear regression was used to

most commonly collected bone samples for partialbody cases (rib, sternum, vertebral body, patella,
clavicle, and femur middle shaft), patella, rib, and
vertebral body are bones whose collection at autopsy
is the easiest. The LBM approach was applied in this
analysis to select the best combination of sample
bones for estimating the Cskel. The analytical bone
dataset contained plutonium concentrations for the
6 most commonly collected bones from 14 nonosteoporotic USTUR whole-body tissue donors. The
LBM models were built for all possible combinations
from these 6 bones. The LMB model residual
standard error (RSE) was used to determine the best
combination

of

bones.

For

two

bones

(15

combinations), RSEs ranged from 1.096 to 4.888 with
the best combination being patella and clavicle; for
3 bones (20 combinations), RSEs ranged from 0.853
to 2.557 with the best combination being rib, patella,
and clavicle (Fig. 17); for 4 bones (15 combinations),
RSEs ranged from 0.792 to 2.073 with the best
combination being patella, clavicle, rib, and femur
middle shaft; for 5 bones (6 combinations), RSEs
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best

and rib, 2.018 for patella and vertebral body, 2.499

combination being patella, clavicle, rib, femur

for rib and vertebral body. It is worth noting that the

middle shaft, and sternum. The LBM RSE for the 3

patella and rib combination had smaller RSE (1.366)

easy-to-collect bones (rib, vertebral body, and

than that of patella, rib, and vertebral body (1.522),

patella) was 1.522. The LBM RSEs for the two bone

although, in general, a smaller RSE is associated with

combinations of these 3 bones were 1.366 for patella

a larger number of bones in the LBM.

ranged

from

0.970

to

1.382

with

the

Fig. 17. Comparison of three-bone combinations: (a) most commonly collected; (b) easy to collect, and (c) best bones.
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1997.

Phys. 117(2): 202–210; 2019.

3. Filipy RE, Alldredge JR, Hall CA, McInroy JF,

6. Sainani

KL.

Introduction

to

principal

Glover SE, Qualls S. Estimation of actinide

components analysis. PM&R 6(3): 275–278;

skeletal content in humans based on bone

2014.

samples collected at autopsy. Health Phys. 84(1):
34–45; 2003.
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Biokinetics of Enriched Uranium in a Female
Maia Avtandilashvili, Research Assistant Professor
The bioassay data and post-mortem organ activities

and kidneys were simultaneously fitted using the

from a female whole-body donor to the USTUR with

IMBA Professional Plus® software.

documented inhalation intakes of highly-enriched
uranium were analyzed in this study. This individual
was employed at a nuclear defense facility and was
handling enriched uranium for over 17 years.
Extensive bioassay data including urine and chest
measurements are available from worksite records.
Worksite personnel estimated the equivalent dose to
her lungs as 290 mSv for the first-year post-exposure.
She died 31 years post-exposure at the age of 86.

A combination of a chronic inhalation intake and
two acute inhalation intakes appears to best describe
the bioassay data (Fig. 18). This individual was a
heavy smoker over her entire life that reflected in
compromised particle clearance from the lungs to the
thoracic lymph nodes via alveolar microphages. Data
analysis

results

indicated

that

the

models

recommended by the International Commission on
Radiological Protection (ICRP) for uranium (ICRP

Forty-five soft tissue and 84 bone samples from the

2017), with the adjustment for smoking status,

right side of the body were radiochemically analyzed

adequately describe the biokinetics of inhaled

for

234

U,

235

U, and

238

U by alpha spectrometry. Using

thermal ionization mass spectrometry (TIMS),

236

U

was measured in 20 tissue samples.
TIMS analysis of lung tissues confirmed that the
inhaled material was enriched uranium comprised of
67.2% of
of
of

235

U, 31.9% of 238U, 0.7% of 234U, and 0.2%

236

U by weight. At the time of death, 27.1±0.6 Bq

234,235,238

U was retained in the respiratory tract,

0.056±0.005 Bq in the liver, 0.29±0.01 Bq in the
kidneys, and 26.7±0.1 Bq in the skeleton.

enriched uranium, except retention in the liver and
kidneys. However, ICRP systemic models are mostly
based on data from males and may not reflect female
physiology. To fit this female individual’s autopsy
data, the transfer rate from the liver to the blood was
increased by a factor of 10 and the transfer rate from
the kidneys to the blood was decreased by a factor of
2.1. This resulted in the best fit to all data (p = 0.739).
The total intake was estimated to be 46 kBq, and the
committed effective dose was 225 mSv with 97%
contributed by

Different exposure scenarios including chronic and
acute inhalation intakes were tested to derive the best
estimate of total intake and the resulting radiation
dose. Urine measurements, chest count results, and
post-mortem activities in the lungs, liver, skeleton,
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234

U. Of the total dose, 96.8% was

delivered to the respiratory tract tissues followed by
red bone marrow (0.8%), bone surfaces (0.6%), liver
(0.4%), and ovaries (0.4%).

United States Transuranium and Uranium Registries – Annual Report FY2021

Fig. 18. IMBA Professional Plus maximum likelihood fit to monthly-averaged urine data.
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Uranium Dosimetry at Fernald
Maia Avtandilashvili, Research Assistant Professor
The Million Person Study (MPS) of low-dose health

dosimetry calculations published by ICRP in its

effects was designed to evaluate radiation risks

Publication 38(7).

among healthy American workers and veterans
exposed to ionizing radiation from 1939 to the
present. Overall, 29 individual cohorts comprise the
MPS. Of these, 21 cohorts have been or are currently
under active study(1). One of the largest sources for
the MPS comes from the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) Health and Mortality study which has been
evaluating health effects of low-dose exposure to
workers at the DOE facilities. The MPS currently
updates and reevaluates the dosimetry for DOE
cohorts to better understand health risks associated
with radiation exposure and improve guidelines to
protect workers and the public.

During the last two decades, the ICRP has been
updating its recommendations and models based on
extensive

review

experimental

of

all

evidence

applicable
obtained

data

since

and
these

publications. The current recommendations by the
ICRP on radiation protection and dosimetry system
were summarized in Publication 103(8), which
superseded Publication 60. The latest biokinetic and
dosimetry models most relevant to this study include
the biokinetic models published in the series of
Occupational

Intakes

of

Radionuclides

(OIR)

publications, such as the revised ICRP human
respiratory tract model from Publication 130(9), ICRP

The mortality incidence among nuclear workers at

human alimentary tract model from Publication

the Fernald Feed Materials Production Center

100(10), systemic model for uranium from Publication

(FMPC) were previously examined by the National

137(11), as well as nuclear data from Publication

Institute

107(12), and specific absorbed fractions (SAF) from

for

Occupational

Safety

and

Health

(NIOSH)(2). The MPS intends to incorporate and
extend upon the dosimetry results obtained by
NIOSH in its updated evaluation of the Fernald
cohort.

Publication 133(13).
The most significant difference between the old
(ICRP 60) and new (ICRP 103) biokinetic and
dosimetry systems may arise from application of the

The estimates of organ doses from uranium intakes

revised human respiratory tract model and human

in the NIOSH study are based on the ICRP

alimentary tract model, as well as the updated

recommendations on biokinetic and dosimetry

nuclear data, and SAF values. The systemic model for

models for radiation protection that were issued in

uranium in Publication 137 is essentially identical to

Publication 60(3). The doses were calculated using the

the

ICRP

from

publication, the ICRP defined the material-specific

Publication 66(4), the gastrointestinal model from

lung absorption parameters (type F/M) for UO3 and

human

respiratory

tract

model

(5)

Publication 30 , the systemic model for uranium
from

Publication
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69(6),

and

nuclear

data

for

Publication

69

model.

However,

in

this

UF4, uranium compounds commonly encountered at
the facility(1), while in the ICRP 66 human respiratory

United States Transuranium and Uranium Registries – Annual Report FY2021

tract

model

the

absorption

type

M

was

chronic inhalation of 10 μm AMAD uranium aerosols

recommended for these compounds.
Six cases from the Fernald cohort with urine bioassay
data were randomly selected to investigate these
differences between ICRP 60 and ICRP 103 dosimetry
systems and to quantify the effect of the new
biokinetic and dosimetry models on organ dose
estimates. Exposure periods for these cases ranged
from approximately 7 to 21 years. Available urine
data ranged from 12 to 104 data points with the
mean

urinary

excretion

rates

The assumption for intake used in the Fernald study,

ranging

from

over the exposure period, was used for comparison.
Intake rates were calculated for each of these six cases
by fitting the urine data assumed to be lognormally
distributed with the GSD of 1.8. Estimated intake
rates were then used to calculate the committed
effective doses and committed equivalent doses for
selected organs (lungs, liver, kidneys, brain, red bone
marrow, and bone surfaces). IMBA calculations using
the ICRP 60 framework were performed with an
assumption of moderately soluble, type M uranium

0.03±0.05 Bq d-1 to 0.7±0.5 Bq d-1.

intake, while absorption parameters for both type M
Calculations

were

performed

using

IMBA

Professional Plus® version 5.0(14), which implements
ICRP 60 biokinetic and dosimetry system, and Taurus
internal dosimetry software – base version 1.0 (Public
Health England, London, UK), which implements
the current ICRP 103 biokinetic and dosimetry

and type F/M were used for Taurus calculations using
the ICRP 103 biokinetic and dosimetry system. For
each case, the ICRP103-to-ICRP60 ratios for intake
and dose estimates were calculated along with the
mean

ratios

and

the

corresponding

standard

deviations. The results are summarized in Table 3.

system.
Table 3. Comparison of intakes, committed effective doses, and committed equivalent doses for selected
organs calculated using ICRP 60 and ICRP 103 biokinetic and dosimetry systems.
Parameter

Ratio: ICRP103-to-ICRP60†
Mean ± SD; N = 6
A

B

Intake

1.691 ± 0.025

1.061 ± 0.016

Committed effective dose

1.042 ± 0.017

0.185 ± 0.003

Lungs

0.856 ± 0.015

0.136 ± 0.004

Extra-thoracic region (ET)

4.008 ± 0.047

0.361 ± 0.008

Liver

0.771 ± 0.012

0.761 ± 0.013

Kidneys

0.741 ± 0.021

0.724 ± 0.010

Brain

1.007 ± 0.016

0.995 ± 0.020

Red bone marrow

0.531 ± 0.013

0.522 ± 0.014

Bone surfaces

0.225 ± 0.006

0.223 ± 0.004

Others

0.913 ± 0.150

0.905 ± 0.148

Committed equivalent dose to

†- Absorption parameters used: Type M for ICRP 60; Type M (Ratio A) and Type F/M (Ratio B) for ICRP 103.
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Modeling Scar-tissues in Human Respiratory Tract
Deepesh Poudel, Health Physicist, Los Alamos National Laboratory
This project(1) involved analysis of data on regional

tissues, the respiratory tract model(2) was modified to

retention of plutonium in the respiratory tract of an

include scar-tissue compartments corresponding to

individual (USTUR Case 0407), who had inhaled

the larynx, bronchi, bronchioles, and alveolar-

‘high-fired’ plutonium oxide. Analysis of the post-

interstitial regions (Fig 19). The transfer rates

mortem data indicated that significant amounts of

between these compartments were determined using

activity – higher than predicted by the ICRP models

Markov Chain Monte Carlo analysis of data on

– was retained in the upper respiratory tract. Because

urinary excretion, lung counts, and post-mortem

the inhaled oxide is very insoluble in the lungs, even

measurements of the liver, skeleton, and regional

an extreme assumption on the value of bound

retention in the respiratory tract. Modelling of the

fraction was unable to explain the observed regional

data showed that approximately 30% of plutonium

retention in the respiratory tract of this individual.

activity in the lung was sequestered in scar tissues.

A review of literature showed the presence of – and a

Retention of plutonium in scar tissues prevents

significant retention of – plutonium activity in the

exposure of critical target cells and, therefore, the

scar tissues of the lungs. To describe long-term

dose to the targets in the respiratory target may be

retention of plutonium by its encapsulation in scar

reduced.

Fig. 19. ICRP Publication 130 (ICRP 2015) HRTM modified with scar tissue compartments.
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Professional Activities and Services
During FY2021, the USTUR staff was actively

Herbert M. Parker Foundation

involved in professional and academic activities

Dr. Tolmachev and Dr. Tabatadze continued to serve

nationally and internationally.

as members of the Board of Trustees of the Herbert

Professional Services

M. Parker Foundation (2016– present and 2019–

NCRP Council
Dr. Tolmachev continued to serve as a Council

present, respectively).
https://tricities.wsu.edu/parkerfoundation/

Member for the National Council on Radiation

Hanford Advisory Board

Protection and Measurements (NCRP) Program Area

Dr. Daniel J. Strom, a USTUR/CPPS adjunct faculty

Committee 6 on Radiation Measurements and

member, was appointed by the U.S. Department of

Dosimetry.

Energy (DOE) to serve as a member (2020–2022) of

https://ncrponline.org/about/members/councilmembers/

the Hanford Advisory Board (HAB). “The Hanford

NCRP Council Committee 2

representative body consisting of a balanced mix of the

Dr. Tolmachev continued to chair the Radio- and

diverse interests that are affected by Hanford cleanup

Nuclear Chemistry Sub-committee of the National

issues. As set forth in its charter, the primary mission of

Council on Radiation Protection and Measurement

the Board is to provide informed recommendations and

(NCRP) Council Committee 2 (2017–2021).

advice to the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), the U.S

https://ncrponline.org/program-areas/cc-2/

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and the

NCRP Scientific Committee 6-12

Washington Department of Ecology (Ecology) on selected

Dr. Tolmachev and Dr. Avtandilashvili continued to

major policy issues related to the cleanup of the Hanford

serve on the NCRP scientific committee (SC 6-12) on

site.”

the Development of Models for Brain Dosimetry for

https://www.hanford.gov/page.cfm/hab/

Internally Deposited Radionuclides. Dr. Tolmachev

Health Physics Society International Collaboration
Committee

is a vice-chairman of the committee (2018–2021).
https://ncrponline.org/program-areas/sc-6-12/

Advisory

Dr. Tolmachev has been appointed as an ad-hoc
member of the Scientific Review Group of the U.S.
DOE Russian Health Studies Program. He will serve

is

a

non-partisan

and

broadly

Dr. George Tabatadze continued to serve as a
member

U.S. DOE Russian Health Studies

Board

(2016–2020)

of

the

International

Collaboration Committee of the Health Physics
Society.
https://hps.org/aboutthesociety/organization/comm
ittees/committee9.html

as a reviewer for Project 2.8 “Mayak Worker Tissue
Repository”.
https://www.energy.gov/ehss/russian-healthstudies-program
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•

Columbia Chapter of Health Physics Society

Monthly virtual meetings on Radium Dial

Dr. Tabatadze continued to serve as the ex-officio

Painter Dosimetry Group, July 23, August 21,

president (2018–2021) of the Columbia Chapter of

September 11, November 13, 2020; January 7,

the Health Physics Society.

February 5, February 26, and March 19, 2021

https://www.cchps.org/executive-council

•

Virtual 9th Workshop of the Million Person
Study, August 12–14, 2020

WSU Radiation Safety Committee
Dr. Tabatadze continued to serve as a member (2019–

•

Web meeting of European Radiation Dosimetry

2022) of the WSU Radiation Safety Committee (RSC).

Group (EURADOS) Working Group 7 (WG7),

The RSC establishes and ensures compliance with

September 25, 2020

radiation protection policies, reviews applications

•

for, and approves the use of, radioactive materials
and radiation-producing machines, and audits

2020 Health Physics Society Virtual Workshop,
September 10 – October 21, 2020

•

Harvard T. H. Chan School of Public Health

Radiation Safety Office records.

virtual

https://rso.wsu.edu/radiation-safety-committee/

Radiation: A Tribute to Dr. John B. Little”,

Kyushu Environmental Evaluation Association

October 30, 2020

Dr. Tolmachev was re-appointed as a Technical

•

symposium

“Health

Effects

of

Virtual symposium on Study of One Million

Advisor (2020–2022) at the Kyushu Environmental

Radiation Workers and Veterans, November 6,

Evaluation Association (Fukuoka, Japan).

2020

http://www.keea.or.jp/

•

3rd Gilbert W. Beebe Webinar Commemorating

Scientific Meetings

the 75th Anniversary of the Atomic Bombings -

USTUR faculty attended and participated in the

Studies on Radiation Health Effects at the

following scientific meetings:

Radiation

•

•

Foundation,

•

Virtual meeting of EURADOS WG7 Task Group

April 8, May 6, June 10, August 12, September

on DTPA Decorporation Modeling, November

29, and November 17, 2020

16, 2020

Virtual

organizational

International

Society

meeting
of

of

the

•

•

Refractory

Nuclear

Debris"

University of Missouri, May 21, 2020
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with

after

Nuclear

Virtual plenary meeting of EURADOS WG7,

Virtual

meeting

of

the

NCRP

scientific

committee 6-12, January 7, 2021

Novel Inorganic Salt Fusions and Sonication to
Dissolve

Recovery

December 15, 2020

Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA) Basic
Research project review for "Evaluation of

on

Accidents, December 1–4, 2020
•

2020

Virtual sessions of the ICRP International
Conference

Radiation

Epidemiology and Dosimetry (ISoRED), May 8,
•

Research

November 10, 2020

Zoom sessions of Idaho State University
Internal Dosimetry Collaboration Workshop,

Effects

•

Virtual sessions of the 2021 EURADOS Annual
Meeting, January 19 – February 4, 2021

United States Transuranium and Uranium Registries – Annual Report FY2021

•

•

Webinars of the International Society of

Austin Biometrics and Biostatistics

Radiation

Dosimetry

Dr. Maia Avtandilashvili continued to serve as a

(ISoRED), January 26, February 23, and March

member (2016–2021) of the Editorial Board for the

25, 2021

journal of Austin Biometrics and Biostatistics.

Epidemiology

and

Webinar of the Radiation Research Society
(RRS), February 26, 2021

•

Virtual 10th Workshop of the Million Person
Study, March 4–5, 2021.

Professional Affiliations
USTUR personnel are active members of numerous
national

and

international

organizations:

Japanese Journal of Health Physics

•

Radiation Research Society (USA)

Dr. Sergei Tolmachev continued to serve as a member

•

Health Physics Society (USA)

of the Editorial Board for the Japanese Journal of

•

European

Health Physics (JJHP) for his 4
2019 to July 2021.

professional

th

term from August

Radiation

Dosimetry

Group

(EURADOS), Working Group 7 (WG7) on
Internal Dosimetry (EU).
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Publications and Presentations
The following manuscripts and presentations were

Manhattan project worker. Health Physics; 2021 (e-

published or presented during the period of April

pub). doi: 10.1097/HP.0000000000001396.

2020

to

abstracts

March

2021.

Thirteen

were

withdrawn

peer-reviewed

from

conference

publication due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

USTUR-0557-20
Poudel D, Avtandilashvili M, Bertelli L, Klumpp J,
Tolmachev SY. Modelling of long-term retention of

Previous manuscripts and abstracts are available on

high-fired plutonium oxide in the human respiratory

the USTUR website at:

tract: importance

ustur.wsu.edu/Publications/index.html

Journal of Radiological Protection; 2020 (e-pub). doi:

Abstracts of published peer-reviewed manuscripts
and

scientific

presentations

are

included

in

Appendix D of this report.

of scar-tissue compartments.

10.1088/1361-6498/abca49.
USTUR-0559-20A
Poudel D, Avtandilashvili M, Bertelli L, Klumpp J,
Tolmachev SY. Long-term retention of plutonium in

Published

the respiratory tracts of two acutely-exposed workers.

USTUR-0534-19
Giussani A, Lopez MA, Romm H, Testa A, Ainsbury

Health Physics 120(1 Suppl. 1): 13; 2021.

EA, Degteva M, Della Monaca S, Etherington G,

USTUR-0570-20

Fattibene P, Güclu I, Jaworska A, Lloyd DC, Malátová

Tolmachev SY, Avtandilashvili M. United States

I, McComish S, Melo D, Osko J, Rojo A, Roch-Lefevre

Transuranium

S, Shishkina E, Sotnik N, Tolmachev S, Wieser A,

Report: April 1, 2019 – March 31, 2020. United States

Woda C, Youngman M. EURADOS review of

Transuranium

retrospective dosimetry techniques for internal

USTUR-0570-20, Richland, WA, 2020.

exposures

to

applications.

ionising
Radiation

radiation
and

and

their

and

Uranium

and

Registries

Uranium

Annual

Registries;

Presented

Environmental
Invited

Biophysics 59: 357–387; 2020.

USTUR-0558-20P
USTUR-0543-20

Tolmachev SY, Leggett RW. Brain dosimetry and

Poudel D, Avtandilashvili M, Bertelli L, Klumpp J,

high-LET exposure. Podium presentation at the

Tolmachev SY. Long-term retention of plutonium in

NASA Langley Research Center SPACE Radiation

the respiratory tracts of two acutely-exposed workers:

Group Seminar, September 1, 2020.

Estimation of bound fraction. Health Physics 120:
USTUR-0560-20A

258–270; 2021.

Tolmachev SY, Wegge D, Brockman JD. Radionuclide
USTUR-0554-20

concentrations in brain segments: Autopsy Series.

Šefl M, Avtandilashvili M, Tolmachev SY. Inhalation

Podium presentation at the Virtual Symposium on

of

soluble
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plutonium:

53-year

follow

up

of
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Study of One Million Radiation Workers and

USTUR-0559-20A

Veterans, November 6, 2020.

Poudel D, Avtandilashvili M, Bertelli L, Klumpp J,
Tolmachev SY. Long-term retention of plutonium in

Podium

the respiratory tracts of two acutely-exposed workers.

USTUR-0551-20A

2020 Health Physics Society Virtual Workshop,

Wegge D, Tolmachev SY, Brockman JD. ICP-MS

September 10 – October 21, 2020.

analysis of plutonium and other actinides in brain
tissue

of

American

occupationally
Chemical

Society

exposed
Fall

individual.

2020

Virtual

Meeting and Expo, August 17 – 20, 2020.
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Bibliographic Metrics
Stacey L. McComish, Associate in Research
Since its inception in 1968, the USTUR has published

Web of Science collection. In the past, the USTUR has

280 papers in conference proceedings and peer-

used Publons to track all publication types. However,

reviewed journals, 29 books/book sections, 101

Publons is better suited to track citation metrics for

abstracts in journals, and 27 editorial journal

journal articles, and the following information

publications such as letters to the editor. These

applies only to peer-reviewed journal articles.

publications were authored by USTUR staff, SAC

Publons

members, and/or emeritus/adjunct faculty.

publications. These articles were cited 3,995 times,

has

citation

data

for

222

USTUR

and the USTUR has an h-index of 33. It is clear from

Peer-reviewed papers by USTUR authors have

these numbers that the USTUR’s research continues

appeared in 41 different journals, with a highest

to have an important impact on our understanding

impact factor of 9.727 (Cancer Research). Four

of actinides in humans. Figure 20 displays the

journals account for 75% of these papers: Health

number of USTUR journal articles published per year,

Physics (0.853), Radiation Protection Dosimetry

and the number of times articles were cited each year.

(0.773), the Journal of Radioanalytical and Nuclear

To explore the USTUR’s publications on Publons,

Chemistry (1.137), and Radiation Research (2.657).

visit:
The USTUR’s publications profile was tracked online
https://publons.com/researcher/2623846/ustur-

through the Publons bibliographic service. Publons

cpps-wsu/

generates citation metrics for journal articles in the
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Fig 20. The number of USTUR journal publications per year, and the number of times articles were cited in each year.
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Appendix A: USTUR Organization Chart

USTUR Research Center organization structure during FY2021.
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Appendix B: Newsletter
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Appendix C: 2021 SAC Meeting Agenda
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Appendix D: Publication Abstracts
USTUR-0534-19
EURADOS review of retrospective dosimetry techniques for internal exposures to ionising radiation
and their applications
A. Giussani1, M. A. López2, H. Romm3, A. Testa4, E. A. Ainsbury5, M. Degteva6, S. Della Monaca7,
G. Etherington5, P. Fattibene7, I. Güclu8, A. Jaworska9, D. C. Lloyd5, I. Malátová10, S. McComish11, D. Melo12,
J. Osko13, A. Rojo14, S. Roch-Lefevre15, L. Roy15, I. Shishkina6,16, N. Sotnik17, S. Y. Tolmachev11, A. Wieser18,
C. Woda18, M. Youngman5
1

BfS-Bundesamt für Strahlenschutz, Ingolstädter Landstr. 1, 85764, Oberschleißheim, Germany
CIEMAT - Centro de Investigaciones Energéticas, Medioambientales y Tecnológicas, Av.da Complutense 40, 28040,
Madrid, Spain
3
BfS-Bundesamt für Strahlenschutz, Ingolstädter Landstr. 1, 85764, Oberschleißheim, Germany
4
ENEA Casaccia Research Center, Via Anguillarese 301, Santa Maria di Galeria, 00123, Rome, Italy
5
Public Health England - Centre for Radiation, Chemical and Environmental Hazards, Chilton, Didcot, OX11 0RQ,
Oxon, UK
6
Urals Research Center for Radiation Medicine (URCRM), Vorovskt str. 68A, Chelyabinsk, 454141, Russia
7
Istituto Superiore di Sanità, Viale Regina Elena 299, 00161, Rome, Italy
8
Cekmece Nuclear Research and Training Center Radiobiology Unit Yarımburgaz, Turkish Atomic Energy Authority,
Istanbul, Turkey
9
DSA-Norwegian Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority, Skøyen, P. O. Box 329, 0213, Oslo, Norway
10
SURO-National Radiation Protection Institute, Bartoskova 28, 14000, Prague, Czech Republic
11
U.S. Transuranium and Uranium Registries, Washington State University, Richland, WA, USA
12
Melohill Technology, 1 Research Court, Rockville, MD, 20850, USA
13
National Centre for Nuclear Research, A. Soltana 7, 05400, Otwock, Poland
14
ARN-Nuclear Regulatory Authority of Argentina, Av. del Libertador 8250, Buenos Aires, Argentina
15
Institut de Radioprotection et de Sûreté Nucléaire, IRSN, Pôle Santé et Environnement, Direction de la Santé,
Fontenay-aux-Roses, France
16
Chelyabinsk State University (ChelSU), 129, Bratiev Kashirinih Street, Chelyabinsk, 454001, Russia
17
Southern Urals Biophysics Institute (SUBI), Ozyorsk, Chelyabinsk Region, 456780, Russia
18
Institute of Radiation Medicine, Helmholtz Zentrum München, Ingolstädter Landstr. 1, 85764, Neuherberg,
Germany

2

This work presents an overview of the applications of retrospective dosimetry techniques in case of
incorporation of radionuclides. The fact that internal exposures are characterized by a spatially inhomogeneous
irradiation of the body, which is potentially prolonged over large periods and variable over time, is particularly
problematic for biological and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) dosimetry methods when compared
with external exposures. The paper gives initially specific information about internal dosimetry methods, the
most common cytogenetic techniques used in biological dosimetry and EPR dosimetry applied to tooth
enamel. Based on real-case scenarios, dose estimates obtained from bioassay data as well as with biological
and/or EPR dosimetry are compared and critically discussed. In most of the scenarios presented, concomitant
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external exposures were responsible for the greater portion of the received dose. As no assay is available which
can discriminate between radiation of different types and different LETs on the basis of the type of damage
induced, it is not possible to infer from these studies’ specific conclusions valid for incorporated radionuclides
alone. The biological dosimetry assays and EPR techniques proved to be most applicable in cases when the
radionuclides are almost homogeneously distributed in the body. No compelling evidence was obtained in
other cases of extremely inhomogeneous distribution. Retrospective dosimetry needs to be optimized and
further developed in order to be able to deal with real exposure cases, where a mixture of both external and
internal exposures will be encountered most of the times.
Radiation and Environmental Biophysics 59: 357–387; 2020.
USTUR-0543-20
Long-term retention of plutonium in the respiratory tracts of two acutely-exposed workers: Estimation of
bound fraction
D. Poudel1, M. Avtandilashvili2, L. Bertelli1, J. A. Klumpp1, S. Y. Tolmachev2
1

Radiation Protection Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM
U.S. Transuranium and Uranium Registries, Washington State University, Richland, WA 99354

2

Inhalation of plutonium is a significant contributor of occupational doses in plutonium production, nuclear
fuel reprocessing, and cleanup operations. Accurate assessment of the residence time of plutonium in the lungs
is important to properly characterize dose and, consequently, the risk from inhalation of plutonium aerosols.
This paper discusses the long-term retention of plutonium in different parts of the respiratory tract of two
workers who donated their bodies to the US Transuranium and Uranium Registries. The post-mortem tissue
radiochemical analysis results, along with the urine bioassay data, were interpreted using Markov Chain Monte
Carlo and the latest biokinetic models presented in the Occupational Intakes of Radionuclides series of ICRP
publications. The materials inhaled by both workers were found to have solubility between that of plutonium
nitrates and oxides. The long-term solubility was also confirmed by comparison of the activity concentration
in the lungs and the thoracic lymph nodes. The data from the two individuals can be explained by assuming
a bound fraction (fraction of plutonium deposited in the respiratory tract that becomes bound to lung tissue
after dissolution) of 1% and 4%, respectively, without having to significantly alter the particle clearance
parameters. Effects of different assumptions about the bound fraction on radiation doses to different target
regions was also investigated. For inhalation of soluble materials, an assumption of fb of 1%, compared to the
ICRP default of 0.2%, increases the dose to the most sensitive target region of the respiratory tract by 258%and
that to the total lung by 116%. Some possible alternate methods of explaining higher-than-expected long-term
retention of plutonium in the upper respiratory tract of these individuals—such as physical sequestration of
material into the scar tissues and possible uptake by lungs—are also briefly discussed.
Health Physics 120(3): 258-270; 2021.
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USTUR-0554-20
Inhalation of soluble plutonium: 53-year follow up of Manhattan project worker
M. Šefl, M. Avtandilashvili, S.Y. Tolmachev
U.S. Transuranium and Uranium Registries, College of Pharmacy, Washington State University, Richland, WA
This whole-body tissue donor to the United States Transuranium and Uranium Registries was occupationally
exposed to plutonium nitrate-dioxide mixture via chronic inhalation. This individual was involved in the
Manhattan Project operations, and later participated in medical follow-up studies. Soft tissues and bones
collected at autopsy were analyzed for

238

Pu,

239+240

Pu, and

241

Am. Fifty-three years post intake, 700±2 Bq of

239+240

Pu were still retained in the skeleton, 661±11 Bq in the liver, and 282±3 Bq in the respiratory tract.

Bioassay measurements and organ activities at the time of death were used to estimate the intake and radiation
doses using the TAURUS internal dosimetry software. For this individual, ICRP Publication 130 Human
Respiratory Tract Model with case-specific particle size of 0.3 μm, ICRP Publication 100 Human Alimentary
Tract Model, and ICRP Publication 141 Plutonium Systemic Model adequately described long-term plutonium
retention and excretion. The total cumulative 239+240Pu intake of 31,572 Bq was estimated; of which, 24,708 Bq
(78.3%) were contributed by inhalation of plutonium nitrate and 6,864 Bq (21.7%) of plutonium dioxide. The
committed equivalent doses to the red bone marrow, bone surface, liver, lungs, and brain were 0.71 Sv, 6.5 Sv,
8.3 Sv, 3.7 Sv, and 0.067 Sv, respectively. The committed effective dose was 1.22 Sv.
Health Physics 2021 (e-pub). doi: 10.1097/HP.0000000000001396.
USTUR-0557-20
Modelling of long-term retention of high-fired plutonium oxide in the human respiratory tract: importance
of scar-tissue compartments
D. Poudel1, M. Avtandilashvili2, L. Bertelli1, J. A. Klumpp1, S. Y. Tolmachev2
1

Radiation Protection Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM
U.S. Transuranium and Uranium Registries, Washington State University, Richland, WA 99354

2

The U.S. Transuranium and Uranium Registries whole-body tissue donor Case 0407 had an acute intake of
‘high-fired’ plutonium oxide resulting from a glove-box fire in a fabrication plant at a nuclear defense facility.
The respiratory tract of this individual was dissected into five regions (larynx, bronchi, bronchioles, alveolarinterstitial, and thoracic lymph nodes) and analyzed for plutonium content. The activities in certain
compartments of the respiratory tract were found to be higher than expected from the default models described
in publications of the International Commission on Radiological Protection. Because of the extremely slow
rate of dissolution of the material inhaled, the presence of bound fraction is incapable of explaining the higherthan-expected retention. A plausible hypothesis – encapsulation of plutonium in scar tissues – is supported by
the review of literature. Therefore, scar-tissue compartments corresponding to the larynx, bronchi, bronchioles
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and alveolar-interstitial regions were added to the existing Human Respiratory Tract Model structure. The
transfer rates between these compartments were determined using Markov Chain Monte Carlo analysis of data
on urinary excretion, lung counts and post-mortem measurements of the liver, skeleton and regional retention
in the respiratory tract. Modelling of the data showed that approximately 30% of plutonium activity in the
lung was sequestered in scar tissues. The dose consequence of such sequestration is qualitatively compared
against that of chemical binding.
Journal of Radiological Protection 2020 (e-pub). doi: 10.1088/1361-6498/abca49.
USTUR-0559-20A
Long-term retention of plutonium in the respiratory tracts of two acutely-exposed workers
D. Poudel1, M. Avtandilashvili2, L. Bertelli1, J. A. Klumpp1, S. Y. Tolmachev2
1

Radiation Protection Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM
U.S. Transuranium and Uranium Registries, Washington State University, Richland, WA 99354

2

Inhalation of plutonium is a significant contributor of occupational doses in plutonium production, nuclear
fuel reprocessing, and cleanup operations. Accurate assessment of the residence time of plutonium in the lungs
is important to properly characterize dose, and consequently the risk, from inhalation of plutonium aerosols.
This presentation discusses the long-term retention of plutonium in different parts of the respiratory tract of
two workers, who donated their bodies to the US Transuranium and Uranium Registries. Comparison of the
activity concentration and total activity in the lungs and the thoracic lymph nodes provided information on
the long-term solubility of the material inhaled. The materials inhaled by both workers were found to have
solubility in between that of plutonium nitrates and oxides. The post-mortem tissue radiochemical analysis
results, along with the urine bioassay data, were interpreted using Markov Chain Monte Carlo and the latest
biokinetic models presented in the Occupational Intakes of Radionuclides series of ICRP publications. The data
from these two individuals can be explained by assuming a bound fraction (fraction of plutonium deposited
in the respiratory tract that becomes bound to lung tissue after dissolution, fb) of 1% and 4%, without having
to significantly alter the particle clearance parameters. Effect of different assumptions about the bound fraction
on radiation doses to different target regions was also investigated. For inhalation of soluble materials, an
assumption of fb of 1%, compared to the ICRP default of 0.2%, increases the dose to the most sensitive target
region of the respiratory tract by 258% and that to the total lung by 116%. Possible alternate methods of
explaining higher-than-expected long-term retention of plutonium in the upper respiratory tract of these
individuals – such as uptake by lungs, and material sequestration into the scar tissues – are also discussed.
(Abstract) Health Physics 120 (1 Suppl 1): 13; 2021.
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USTUR-0551-20A
ICP-MS analysis of plutonium and other actinides in brain tissue of occupationally exposed individual
D. Wegge1, S. Y. Tolmachev2, J. D. Brockman1
1

University of Missouri Research Reactor (MURR) Center, Columbia, MO
U.S. Transuranium and Uranium Registries, Washington State University, Richland, WA

2

The United States Transuranium and Uranium Registries (USTUR) has studied the biokinetics and tissue
dosimetry of actinides in former nuclear workers. USTUR conducts autopsies and measures actinide
concentrations in various organs. Acid-digested human brain sample was obtained from the USTUR. This
individual was exposed to plutonium through inhalation and wounds during a glove box explosion at nuclear
defense facility. The total body systemic activity of plutonium, 51 years after intake, was 2,200 Bq. It is of
interest to quantify plutonium levels in brain tissue as current plutonium systemic biokinetic model does not
include brain as an individual model compartment. Measurement of plutonium in brain is analytically
challenging because of its low levels and complexity of brain tissue matrix. In this work, a direct ICP-MS
method and a method with separation of actinides prior to ICP-MS were developed for measurement of
238

U,

239

Pu,

240

Pu, and

235

U,

241

Am. The potential interference of polyatomic isobars were evaluated for the direct

method. The indirect method used TEVA, UTEVA, DGA resin cartridges to separate plutonium, uranium, and
americium from the brain matrix. 239Pu, 240Pu, and 241Am were analyzed by isotope dilution mass spectrometry.
The uranium was analyzed using an external calibration curve. The 235U/238U as well as 240Pu/239Pu isotope ratios
were also measured. The method limit of detection, tracer recovery, and analysis of duplicate samples were
investigated. The results showed 0.69±0.05 ng kg-1 239Pu and 0.043±0.005 ng kg-1 240Pu in the brain tissue with
the

240

Pu/239Pu = 0.063±0.012 reflecting weapons-grade material. Uranium was 0.11±0.01 μg kg-1 with the

235

U/238U at 0.0068±0.0004, which is consistent with the natural isotopic composition for uranium.

(Abstract) American Chemical Society Fall 2020 Virtual Meeting eBook of Abstracts 2020: NUCL 38.
USTUR-0560-20A
Radionuclide concentrations in brain segments: Autopsy series
S. Y. Tolmachev
U.S. Transuranium and Uranium Registries, Washington State University, Richland, WA
The United States Transuranium and Uranium Registries (USTUR) is a federal grant- funded human tissue
research program providing long-term study of actinide biokinetics in former nuclear workers with accidental
internal depositions of these elements. The USTUR conducts autopsies and performs radiochemical analyses of
the voluntarily donated tissue samples. The National Human Radiobiology Tissue Repository holds all tissues
donated to the USTUR, together with specimens acquired from the U.S. Radium Worker Studies. This is a
unique resource for retrospective analyses and distribution studies of plutonium, uranium, americium, as well
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as radium and beryllium in the entire human body as well as specific tissues and organs. This presentation will
detail results of plutonium, uranium, beryllium, and radium analyses in brain tissues from occupationally
exposed individuals. Distributions of these elements among different segments of the brain and its impact on
brain dosimetry will be discussed. This study was conducted in close collaboration with the Million Person
Study of Radiation Workers and Veterans and University of Missouri Research Reactor.
(Abstract) Program of Virtual Symposium on Study of One Million Radiation Workers and Veterans 2020: 10.
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